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“I can’t recall any film ever making me laugh 
and cry in complete comic and dramatic

balance like The Farewell Party.”
- Colin Covert, Minneapolis star tribune

“always honest, graceful and funny, it explores 
with deep compassion its characters
familial and romantic relationships.

a terrific ensemble cast.”
- tirdad Derakhshani, philaDelphia inquirer

“hands down the best euthanasia
comedy ever made!”

- al alexander, the patriot leDger

THE FAREWELL PARTY tackles an extremely sensitive issue in a 
vibrant, humorous way. Well into their 70s, Yehezkel and his wife 
Levana are living contented lives inside a Jerusalem retirement 
home.  But they are shocked when their dear friend Max falls prey 
to an irreversible illness. Looking to escape a slow, painful road to 
dying, Max asks Yehezkel for help to end his suffering.  

A longtime amateur inventor, Yehezkel rises to the challenge by 
constructing a machine that will allow Max to self-administer a 
fatal dose of tranquilizers. Levana, however, believes that such 
a device is immoral, and expresses her passionate disapproval. 
But when Levana herself begins to face a serious health issue, 
Yehezkel finds that his feelings about his new contraption have 
become increasingly complicated.
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“a very funny film, as mischievous as the youth 
that has long since left its characters.”

- odie henderson, rogerebert.CoM

“a black comedy, both witty and touching. 
viewers will come out with a
wide smile on their faces.”

- Dan Fainaru, sCreen international

“tender and charming!”
- David rooney, the hollywooD reporter

“poignant and provocative.
a superbly acted dramedy.”

- alissa simon, Variety
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